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The deadline for articles and advertisements in the
next edition of The Crankhandle is 15th of the
Month. Items received after then may be held over
till the next edition.
Please email copy or information to:

crankeyeditor@gmail.com

For the members who wanted to go to Winton like me, for the classic racing I have recreated
possibly? with Dinky and Corgi toys. I have never grown up.
With appreciation,
Steve Woolley
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Brian Evans
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Warwick Spinaze petandwozspin@bigpond.com
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On the weekend just gone, I am aware of several small
groups of people from car clubs going on runs, including
a few from our Club. I would recommend this, and
hopefully in the foreseeable future we could invite all
members as a Club, to an event, and accommodate the
expected number of participants without having to knock
anyone back. But this might be in a few months, rather
than too soon. As a Committee, we are going to have to
formulate what can be done with meetings, as well as
with events, bearing in mind that social distancing is
probably here for quite a while.
My little Rodeo is registered, and quite pleasing, but I
have a couple of fuel related issues. The fuel gauge
doesn’t work, and that exacerbates the other problem,
contaminated fuel. I had Liam replace the fuel filter as
part of a service, and he found considerable water. As a
runner, prior to that service, it hadn’t missed a beat.
When I took it to Mornington to acquire some polishing
gear, it started carrying on quite badly, but still got us
home again. I tried something my Dad and I used to
regularly do with a Lend Lease Chev mobile crane
which lived out in the weather. The fuel tank cooling
down would suck water in off surfaces somewhere. We
used to buy Methylated Spirit in 4 gallon drums, and
about a gallon would fix our problem, though water and
‘metho’ is far from high octane, but it burns quite well. In
this instance 4 litres has improved the situation, but until
the tank is much emptier I won’t know whether the
problem is going away for good, and at the moment a
tank lasts a long time.
Some long needed repairs to the garage roof have just
happened, and the Paige had to go to Rosebud. It was
a good feeling out there for a change, and I’m certainly
looking forward to doing some more runs. There will be
many of you chapping at the bit to drive the beloved
oldie which has been in limbo for so long.

LIFE MEMBERS

Geoff Anderson
Ray Beagley
Greg Cripps
Ray Gardini
Tony Howard
Noel Meates
Lawrie Turner**
Don Robinson

It seems, for the time being, this is still the way I will be
communicating with the majority of members.
Greetings, and I hope you are enjoying some nice
weather and a little freedom.

John Watson
Max Caddy
Bill Glover
Charlie Cassar
Brian Niblock
Steve Lloyd **
Eric Evans **
Peter Bradbury **

As we are freer to socialise, let’s hope that the nation
stays almost virus free. The majority of our members
are in the category of age which makes this potentially
quite dangerous, so here’s hoping we all continue to
stay safe.

** Deceased

Cheers,

COMMITTEE MEETINGS are held at “The Library”’
Mornington Gardens, 98 Bungower Rd, Mornington.
2nd Tuesday each month at 1:15pm
Tel 0420 927 073 (Paul Lucas) .

Geoff Bartlett.
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COMING EVENTS
JUNE and beyond.
YOU WILL BE ADVISED WHEN MEETINGS AND ACTIVITIES RECOMMENCE.
As of May 11 in Victoria, ‘Driving for Recreation’ became allowable as did small gathering in parks and reserves as
long as social distancing is observed. The Club may not organise activities at the moment but individuals could
certainly get their special car out into the fresh air for a drive and perhaps meet a friend or two for a picnic. You can
have up to 10 for outdoor groups. If you would like to catch up with another member and do not have their phone
number, contact a committee member and they will be able to inform you of it. The Shire advises they have no
information on when they are likely to have the Halls available at this stage.

FROM REPCO RESEARCH COMES ----- “THE RECORD”
In 1921 there were 123,000 motor vehicles in Australia, by 1930 there were 656,000 vehicles.
In 1922 a young enterprising engineer Geoffrey Russell started ‘Automotive Grinding Company’ and thus laid down the
foundation of what was later to become Repco. Other later automotive operations followed including his Replacement
Parts Co.
In 1936 Geoffrey Russell, now the sole owner of the Automotive Grinding Company, floated it on the Stock Exchange
under the name of Repco Ltd. derived from his REplacement Parts CO. Geoffrey Russell then became the Chairman
and Managing Director of Repco Ltd.
The increase in motor vehicles in Australia post-war, including the resumption of motorsport, opened up markets for
replacement parts rather than the expensive imported genuine car parts. Repco embraced this opportunity to supply
motor repairers with engineered parts and components.
Charles Dean born in 1914 and as a teenager was apprenticed to an electrical engineering company. He was devoted
to his electrical work and also optimising power from internal combustion engines. At age 17 he had built his first single
-engined car. During the war, Charlie enlisted in the Army Engineering Corps and was posted to Darwin until his
discharge in 1945.
Soon after Charlie started a company named ‘Replex’ (Replacement Electrics). The company made industrial
transformers, battery charges, timing lights and other electrical components and was a major supplier to Repco of auto
electrical components. Dean embraced motorsport and with his knowledge of engine performance sought to acquire a
Maybach engine from a war surplus wrecking yard to power a racing car he intended to build. Charlie’s first attempt
was a two-seater open chassis racing car powered by the100 bhp Maybach single overhead camshaft engine of
3800cc. The car now fitted with a crafted steel body ran in the1948 Australian Grand Prix at Point Cook. Maybach’s
further modifications to brakes, handling and increased engine capacity to 4198cc and supercharging made Maybach
a very competitive racing car.
Repco Directors were well aware of Charlie Dean’s achievements in his Replex business and further recognised the
marketing and advertising benefits of a close association with Charlie and his very competitive Maybach in motorsport.
In 1950 Repco appointed Charlie Dean to set up a Research Centre for the development of new products for the
Repco Group of companies. Charlie employed some of the best automotive minds of the time and operated out of the
original Replex premises in Sydney Road Brunswick. The Maybach was garaged there for further development and
testing, later to become a re-bodied single-seat Grand Prix car winning in New Zealand in 1954, owned then by Stan
Jones.
A young Paul England had joined Repco Research from GMH and was able to further his engineering and motorsport
interests by building his Ausca, [derived from AUStralian CAr]. The Holden engined sports car was constructed inhouse at the Research Centre and used mainly production Holden Components and had its first run at Fishermen’s
Bend in 1956. Phil Irving was a regular attendee at Repco Research and at this time had developed the Repco Cross
Flow Hi Power-Head for the Holden Grey Engine. It was trialed on the Ausca and soon became much sought after in
all forms of motorsport.
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In 1956 Charlie Dean’s vision for a road-going Gran Turismo Sports Car was endorsed in 1957 by Charles McGrath
then head of Repco, later to become Sir Charles McGrath for services to Automotive Industry. He announced formally
that Charlie Dean would be head of Repco Research and continue with Repco’s financial backing to complete this
sports car. It was intended that this concept car be a unique show car for Repco Ltd. The car would be used for
publicity in displaying the engineering expertise of Repco. Tom Molnar GMH provided the technical input in the
structural design of this car along with the other great minds at the Research Centre.
The car’s chassis consisted of two rails of 3-inch steel tube with an integral mild steel frame for the location of
suspension, (not dissimilar to the Ausca) engine/gearbox, bulkhead and door pillars. Front Holden coil spring
suspension was used along with Holden semi-elliptic springs and rear axle assembly with power-assisted drum brakes
all round. The car was initially fitted with a Ford Zephyr engine with a Raymond Mays head, TC gearbox and painted a
dark colour, red/burgundy? The car went under a number of changes of trim before finally painted a very attractive
bright yellow and rear window fin. The Zephyr engine and TC gearbox were replaced with a Holden engine fitted with a
Repco Hi-Power head and Aston Martin 4 speed gearbox.
The body had been constructed in steel by master craftsmen Wally Hill and Bob Baker.
The steel body was welded to the frame to provide rigidity and strength to form a semi-mono body form construction.

In 1959 the car was used in the car racing scene at Phillip Island for the film ‘On The Beach’.
At the Silver Jubilee Motor Show in Melbourne in April 1959 it attracted much of the attention from the other 132
different car models from the 47 makers entered.
In 1960 the Repco Record was sent to New Zealand on a publicity tour. Peter Costigan of ‘Sports Car World’ raved
about the car, it’s comfort and performance, speed and handling were excellent but less so the Aston gearbox and the
brake fade after successive high speed stops. The record would cruise at 100mph with a top speed of 120 mph. As a
teenager, I had the pleasure of a close-up inspection of the Record then driven by a Daddo. I was immediately
impressed, it was a beautiful looking bright yellow GT sports car of the day. Not unlike a smaller version of the DB4
Aston front at that time with protruding headlights. It was later to have the headlights recessed which detracted from
the original build. I was hopeful that with GMH financial backing we may have our own Australian built sports car.
Repco had at that time decided this would be the one and only build. “ THE CAR YOU’LL NEVER DRIVE “ was an
advertising catchphrase seen in brochures and endorsed by Repco Ltd. at that time.
But for the lucky few who drove the Repco Record it must have been a memorable experience and never forgotten.
Mick Daddo was one of the lucky few. (See his story on page 12)
Allan Lowe.
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Caught in the Headlights
The Octogenarians
Nearly ready to go!
This Octo was speaking with our old mate Ray Beagley
and comparing notes on living alone in these strange
times and decided he is going well so we got to
discussing important things like his progress on his
many projects. What with doing up organs and pianos
sorting out his vast sheet music collection he has finally
got into the garage to “ just add the finishing touches to
his 1928/9 Willys Overland Whippet Tourer” which is a
fair effort cos he has only had the car for the past 55
years. He has completed the upholstery, mudguards are
now finally in place and dash board finished, and he has
driven it. He found the brakes somewhat lacking but
after he turned a spring around it was magically cured
and now almost stops on a pin. He reported that the car
still wants to go down the left side of things which this
Octo gently pointed out is better than going to the right
Octo does not think the bearded one appreciated the wit
involved.

member decided to look under the dash to find the
heater box. Remember there is not a lot of wriggle room
and my mate is a big man. Several cups of tea later he
managed to get the parcel shelf off and still no heater
box in sight (more tea) he decided that he would have a
rest until son Andrew came by. Having three very able
sons two in the motor trade helps no end so when
Andrew next visited he was promptly shown the
problem, father assuming his helpless look (Octo would
much like to see that) whilst Andrew had the offending
heater box out in a thrice. Ray has now replaced the
brass tap which was badly corroded and replaced it with
a plumber’s tap so he can turn it off in summer and all is
ready for Andrews’ next visit.
To further encourage him the writer would like to point
out that a newly married Queensland couple drove their
Whippet Overlander around Australia in 1927. The first
American car to do so. Now knowing that - Goodness
knows what our bloke can achieve! The whole Whippet
enterprise seems to indicate the value of grown sons.

Brian Florrimell and the Type 37 Bugatti.
And the Norton 600 Restoration
Some time ago Brian Florrimell sent the Octos some
details of his rebuilding of a 1927 Type 37 Bugatti power
plant in a legend of a car that he owned and used in hill
climbing events at Rob Roy after the course re-opening
in 1963. There is no doubting his skill with engine rebuilds.

Octo asked after the car’s boots so Ray patiently
explained he had plenty of tyres all in good condition
and mentioned he that one of our past revered life
members, the late John Hunt, had converted the
Whippet’s generator to 12 volts and inserted a cut off so
the car is lit up like a Christmas cake with indicators and
those huge headlights. A new radiator core has been
fitted and son Colin made a great job of the woodwork
and all is needed now is a new hood…..the hood frames
have been made and only need some reinforcing and
Andrew will make some new brackets so it will be all go
- well in almost minutes.
The A99’s heater was giving problems so our gallant

Ettore Bugatti was an incredible man. Born in 1881 he
was not only mechanical but also very artistic, a rare
combination. He was a thinker so his cars were
noticeably different, very advanced, lightweight but
reliable, strong and handled very well for their time. His
cars reflected his advanced thinking. He designed
engines from 4 cylinders of 1100 cc’s to the “King of the
road”, the Bugatti Royale of 12760 cc’s, 6.4 metres long
and weighing in at 7500 lbs, as well as aircraft and
railroad engines.

The Type 37 returned 30 mpg, quite an achievement.
Using only a single Solex carburetor and weighing a
mere 15 ½ cwt, the car gave a dazzling performance.
The engine was a cast iron block, tall and compact with
a 5 bearing crankshaft and an alloy sump holding 10
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pints of oil. It had 3 valves per cylinder, one exhaust and
two inlet and the overhead cam was driven by a vertical
shaft from the crankshaft. It was notable that no ball or
roller bearings were used through-out the engine. Bugatti
paid a lot of attention to oil cooling, very necessary in a high
performance engine, in that he not only used finning on the
sump, but also had horizontal tubes in the sump allowing
for a greater cooling surface. Bugatti concentrated attention
to water cooling, even to the extent of equipping the water
pump with an attached grease gun for gland lubrication.
Altogether an extraordinary man.
The other side of Brian’s early life was motor bikes, having
bought his first bike and re-built it before he could even
apply for his licence. And this is what brought the Octos
back to him again, tracking restoration work that we had
seen part completed way back in the Spring of 2018, on the
total re-build of a Norton 600 bike that had been raced by
George Murphy as a bike fitted with sidecar. Brian had
worked on the bike for Murphy during his racing days and
Murphy later gave the bike to Brian in a crate of bits and
pieces.
That was 50 years ago and it sat in the crate until Brian
found time to think about restoring it to its former glory.
Word on the street is that the bike has been finished and in
fact had a trial run or two around Red Hill, before we all
went into COVID-19 lock down. The Octos have been
busting to visit him ever since, to see this fabulous silver
racing machine restored to better than original at the hands
of a true master technician and engineer. And it is not just
about seeing the bike but hearing the racer start up with its
megaphone exhaust. Perhaps we will be able to persuade
him to give it a blast up Pt Leo Rd from the beach end to his
place near the top of the hill with that snarling exhaust
echoing off the surrounding hills and bushlands. Ah! The
sound of true bliss !

A Stirling Moss Musing
Stirling Moss' “Second book of Motor Sport" written in 1958
gives a detailed story of the 1957 Le Mans 24 hour race
where Jaguar took out 1,2,3,4,6 places. He mentions that at
dusk the car lights were turned on and the lap time only
dropped by 10 seconds, a remarkable figure considering
that headlights had a lot to be desired, even on Grand Prix
cars especially considering they were topping out at 180
mph.

$150

TAX RETURNS

FAST TURN AROUND
FEE FROM FUND AVAILABLE
EVENING & WEEKEND APPT AVAILABLE
ESTABLISHED IN MORNINGTON SINCE 1997
REGISTERED TAX AGENTS
GOOD OLD FASHIONED SERVICE

Factory 1/34 Watt Road, Mornington
Ph: (03) 5975 3908

Bill Glover

Note:$150 Tax return is for standard, individual tax return only
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Restoration of Leyland P76 -1973 Executive (part 2)
Panel Beating was undertaken by a highly experienced professional who restored every panel to better than factory
condition. Hammers and dolly’s, then hand filing, slide hammers to pull out dents,
Spray putty, guide coats, hand sanding etc. etc. until all panels were perfect.

Rust holes in the lower guards were drilled out and butt welded and then hand filed and sanded.

The front lower panels were removed and NOS panels welded into place.
As this car is an earlier example of the marque the body panels and bolt on panels such as the indicator light panels
had to be “massaged” by the dealers to get shut lines etc. looking half decent.
The panel beating process and some new panels have ensured that I will have to once again need to massage the
closures on bolt on panels.
Painting
I thought about changing the paint colour from Crystal White to either
Aspen Green or Dry Red. The painter found the original colours listed on
“Car Refinishes Australia” computerised catalogue and painted a beer can
in Aspen Green and another in Dry Red.
Both of these colours still look good today but I decided that the extra
effort involved in changing the interior colour (Casino Blue) meant that the
car would be as it left the factory.
The underbody was sprayed with a sound deadening black paint.
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Home at last! Now comes the hard part!!
Rebuilding
Like the decision I had to make about the paint colour I now had to make another fundamental decision. Should I
restore the car to the factory standard (concourse) or subtle modifications or complete change (modified). This
decision confronts all car restoration projects and the arguments are endless in all car clubs. I don’t wish to enter into
any arguments on the subject in this forum. My decision was based upon a few facts namely:
The car would be driven on public roads 40 to 50 years after it was designed and I wanted the car to be safe,
reliable and enjoyable.
After the effort and money that has been expended, I didn’t wish to ever touch the car again, except for
services.
I wanted to preserve the car as it came from the factory for future generations of enthusiasts.
The points listed above can be in conflict but I decided to build as close as possible to concourse with subtle
improvements to safety, reliability and enjoyment.
I was confronted with racks, shelves, boxes, cupboards of parts mostly covered in oil and grease and dirt. I took all
the suspension parts, cross members, engine mounts etc. etc. to the sand blaster. Upon return I etch primed, primed
and painted all parts in KBS paint. KBS manufacture (expensive) coatings for all automotive needs and they match
the matt, semi gloss and gloss finishes found in the p76. The coatings are very hard and should preserve this car for
another 40 years. I cleaned the petrol tank both inside and out and also used KBS coatings to enhance and
preserve.
Rear Cross member after sand blasting.
Front Cross member after blasting.

I decided to replace all nuts, bolts, washers and screws with
new equivalents. I also decided to upgrade the nuts and bolts to the next level of high tensile i.e. from grade 5 to
grade 8. Interestingly I couldn’t find all imperial bolt and nut sizes in the original ‘gold’ colour but had to settle for
some black and some silver.
All suspension bushes were replaced by nolathane equivalents. Rear shock absorbers and front struts were NOS
items. This will probably be a mistake as after 40 years they may not work effectively. If after driving the car I find
them to be ineffective then I will replace with newly manufactured items.
I purchased new springs from King Springs in Sydney and new brake disks from DBA.
Drive Train
The major components of the drive train i.e. engine, gearbox and rear axle/differential were the next components to
be restored. The rear axle was stripped of all extraneous
componentry and cleaned. The original yellow paint stripe
and part number were intact under the grime. I found a
specialist differential workshop who restored the entire
component with new seals, gaskets, bearings etc. He also
setup all backlash and preload settings etc. After further
cleaning they also spray painted the unit.
Fitting the rear suspension was the next task with new
components such as springs, shock absorbers and bushes.
New high tensile nuts, bolts and washers completed the
operation.
I had previously disassembled the engine to determine if
there was any damage. One piston had a crack but
everything else looked reasonable for a 40 year old 100k
Miles engine. Interestingly the engine builder found that the bearings were original Leyland but 10 thou undersize. I
asked the engine builder to build me an engine that would:
run on unleaded high octane;
look original but all new components;
last well beyond my lifetime;
run smoothly; and
The only major nod to modernity was to be electronic ignition.
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The block was cleaned and inspected to determine whether there was any hidden damage. All core plugs were
removed. Luckily the block was in good order so was decked and bored and honed. The crankshaft was also
cleaned, checked, machined and balanced. The engine builder chose Range Rover pistons which fitted P76 conrods
and the top face machined to get the compression ratio and fuel mix flow correct.
The pistons and conrods were assembled and balanced individually and later balanced as a whole. The engine was
assembled with all new components. The heads were cleaned, checked for cracks, machined and new valves,
springs and saddles fitted. The oil pump was new as were the gears. A new camshaft, bearings and tappets were
fitted along with new timing chain and gear set.
All new bolts, washers and nuts were used.
The exhaust manifolds were sand blasted and painted with KBS high
temperature paint in “Cast Iron colour”. The cork gaskets on the tappet
covers were replaced with Range Rover silicon gaskets to ensure no oil
leaks. Scorcher Ignition in Melbourne built a new distributor based upon a
Ford V8 Bosch electronic distributor. This will ensure that a very large
spark goes to each sparkplug and that dwell angles and timing can be
expertly set and will not change.
The coreplugs in the back of the engine were replaced with Rover screwin
components.
New components also included thermostat housing, PCV valve and fittings,
engine mounts, temperature sensor, oil pressure sensor, oil filler cap and
many other parts that I have forgotten.
Re building an engine is expensive …….
The BW 35 auto gearbox was rebuilt by a specialist transmission shop. The
shop hadn’t worked on a BW35 for some time but assured me that the shift
points and quality would be identical to original.
The driveshaft was blasted and repainted. A NOS sliding yoke and
universals were installed. Engine and gearbox were re-united with new nuts
and bolts. I resisted the temptation to paint the gearbox although I did paint
the sump.
After 40 years I was concerned with the state of the braking system. As my
intent is to never do any major work on the car after the restoration I
decided to replace or refurbish the entire braking system. I have been using
a local mechanic for 33 years and he undertook all services and
mechanical work on my Leylands. He is a specialist Brake Repair shop so
the work was entrusted to him. The owner decided to undertake the work himself which was very pleasing. All
components were replaced or refurbished including the Vacuum unit, master cylinder, proportioning valve, rear slave
cylinders, pads, shoes, hand brake cable etc. He also replaced all the brake lines including flexible hoses.
I would strongly recommend renewing your braking components after 40 years. This is a major safety issue and I
can almost guarantee that your brake proportioning valve is not working properly if you have the original unit
installed. The flexible hoses have reached the end of their life and should be replaced.
As I am building a concourse car or as (close as possible) I cleaned and
reinstalled the original firewall insulation.
Leyland used standard PBR brake components and they are the same as
XW Falcons & HQ Holdens.
Installing the Engine and Gearbox.
I fitted the power steering pump to the engine before it went into the engine
bay. I used a heavy duty engine hoist to lift the powerpack into the engine
bay. We managed to accomplish this task without any damage to the car of
powerpack. I also fitted the reconditioned steering rack before we fitted the
engine.
The only problem was a strange one involving the rear gearbox mount. The
arms on which the cross member sits appear to have spread so judicious
Engine bay ready for braking system
use of force by 2500kg ratchet straps pulled them into place. New engine
mounts were used along with new bolts, nuts etc.
Dressing the engine with all pipes, hoses, linkages, carby, alternator etc. was the next task.
I had the radiator rebuilt by a specialist company in Canberra. I knew I had gone to right place when I walked in the
door with old radiator and the person said “Ah P76 I have seen one of them for years”.
My father had fitted a huge core in the early days of the car because it constantly overheated. We had also run twin
Davis Craig fans to ensure the car was always cool.
The professional advice this time was to make it look factory but ensure it never overheated in any situation. He
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asked advice from the radiator manufacturer and they had a 2 pass core for the P76 with more fins per inch than
standard. The radiator needed a new top tank so in effect is a new unit. He also fitted new brass fittings for the auto
Transmission cooler lines and repainted the lot. The radiator looks magnificent and I think the best piece of individual
work I have had done.
The Interior
The floor was covered in acoustic deadening sheeting including underneath the dash panels and over the gear
selector housing. All unnecessary holes in the sills etc. were also covered to prevent water / dust ingress. I then
used a car acoustic underlay and finally a new carpet set..
The seats were sun damaged and worn and required a complete
restoration. The seat bases and Pirelli straps were able to be reused but
new foam was added. I had purchased the last Casino Blue Executive
cloth and had some Casino Blue Vinyl so was able to have all seats
restored to their original grandeur.
NOS Seatbelts were fitted
All the original sound insulation from the boot was cleaned and reglued in
place. The original spare wheel cover was also cleaned along with all the
original tools
The dash, glovebox, dashpad and radio were the next components to face
restoration and installation. Luckily all components were in good condition
as the car had been garaged most of its life. The Wood Grain had lifted and
shrunk over 40 years but was in good condition. The only exception was the
woodgrain around the Transmission lever which needed replacement.
After 40 years the woodgrain material is brittle so requires very careful
handling. I used a heatgun on low settings to restore some pliability to the
material. Judicious use of glue and some spring clamps have given an
original finish. I had searched for years for woodgrain material that looked the
same as the original and eventually found some that is slightly lighter but
similar thickness and pattern. I used some of this material to redo the console
for the Transmission lever.
I used a NOS Radio and speaker and radio surround to complete the centre
dash.
The original instruments were in good order so I cleaned them and replaced
some globes. I used NOS Light and window wiper switches to complete the
instrument panel.
Some repairs were required for the dash wiring and the Kopex tubing on the
heating and demisting ducting.
Finished Product

Reprinted with permission from 'The Colonial' journal of the Canberra Antique & Classic Motor Club (CACMA) and
David Fox (the article author)PAGE 11

NOSTALGIA --DRIVING THE REPCO EXPERIMENTAL CAR—Mick Daddo
Allan Lowe has asked me if I would like to add a few words to his excellent article on the Repco Record, from the
position of being one of only handful of people outside of the Repco Research team, who were lucky enough to be
able to drive the car in its early days, built as a platform to show off the range of Repco automobile replacement
parts and the outstanding talents of the team of engineers responsible for the Record from the concept design
through to the final development of the car. Unfortunately, it was never part of Repco’s plan to go down the path of
vehicle manufacture and way beyond their capabilities and company structure to entertain the idea.
The company expertise was in the manufacture of original and replacement vehicle parts and they were the best in
the business in Australia for well over three decades in the immediate post-war period in doing just that. The car was
simply sold off to private interests after its use as a mobile showcase was concluded.
So how come a fanatical car enthusiast like me, an occasional rank amateur weekend rally driver through the
VADC, in an MG TB and then an FX Holden, ever got to drive the Repco Record? Well, you can get lucky in life and
I owe a lot of that early luck to my father who, without going into his life story, ended up being seconded to Repco
out of the Army in 1944 where he was serving as an over 35yo volunteer artilleryman on 25 Pounders in WA and
considered too old for active overseas service. His pre-war vocation had been as a Public Auditor working for Royce
and Warne-Smith, who audited the books for Repco Limited. Like so many other companies throughout WW2,
Repco was involved in wartime manufacture and there was a greater need for my father’s financial skills back home
in Repco than in the Army hanging around in WA. My father ended up with a huge role to play in a series of takeovers of various auto manufacturers during Repco’s expansive period in the late 1950s and the 1960s. He went on
to serve on the company board as Director of Finance and Vice-Chairman before retiring to The Patch near Monbulk
in the Dandenong Ranges, a part of the world that my parents loved dearly. It came to pass that Dad one evening in
the summer months of 1960, brought home the amazing car that Repco Research division had built, following a
submission to the board in 1953-4 for funds to develop a car as a mobile platform for Repco products and expertise.
I was a 25yo lad about to be married that Easter to my fiancé Ruth and what better thing to do than take her out for
a run in this beautiful coupe. It took some serious discussion with Dad before he agreed to hand me the keys---no
speeding!---remember it is a “one-off” --- it’s truly unique---- don’t bend it!! --- be back in two hours. Looking back on
it now, I wonder how he ever agreed to allow me to take it out and probably only did because he knew I would be
too scared of the repercussions if something happened.
What do I remember driving the car? The very first thing that struck me about the car before even getting into it,was
the sheer beauty of the design, simple and elegant. Yes, you could argue about the controversial central rear fin that
ran down the middle of the large split back window, giving the coupe something of the “bat-mobile” look but I loved
it. The second thing was the almost over- powering of feeling of instant familiarity with the car upon sliding into the
driving seat. The steering wheel was angled at what seemed like at least thirty degrees, giving the driver a strong
sense of control. Everything fell to hand and felt just right including the very comfy bucket seat. Coming from MGs
and the FX Holden, the car seemed out of this world and a huge difference to anything I had ever driven.
On the road, the coupe was beautifully balanced and with the modified, bored out Grey Motor Holden engine fitted
with the Repco Hi-Power crossflow OHV cylinder head and a couple of Weber carbies, coupled to a four-speed box,
she was certainly quick off the mark! My promise to Dad was not to push it or do anything stupid and I stuck to that
religiously, having been given the opportunity to drive it. So within the limitations of the law and Dad, we motored off
from our house in East Malvern toward the foothills of the Dandenongs. The coupe handled like a dream! Light in
steering and superb around corners, I just loved the angle of the steering wheel and driving set up. Peter Costigan,
the motoring journalist, talked of the gearbox not being to his liking and brake fade being a problem under severe
braking [ hello! the car was fitted with Repco’s PBR brakes!] but neither of these problems affected me at lawful
speeds in suburban streets and highway driving.
Ha! Highway driving! Coming back home from Lower Ferntree Gully, we crossed over Springvale Rd and hadn’t
gone far when the police zipped in behind us, lights flashing and the usual “pull over driver” which of course we did. I
was hopping mad as I was being super cautious about speeding in Repco’s pet project. So I jumped straight in with
“no way was I speeding” before they could get a word in. “No! we know that sir – just wanted to ask what make of
car you are driving ” so a ten-minute chat ensued about Repco and the car, they went away happy and we were on
our way. The car just oozed power and sounded brilliant. Very sad then, to have to hand back the keys but I’ll never
forget that drive and the car!
In conclusion, I believe the Record to have been a remarkable concept in its original guise and I was unbelievably
lucky to have driven it, even if only on suburban roads. It is an absolute credit to all involved with the car at Repco
Research, that a first-time build could turn out to be such an amazing road car.
Mick Daddo.
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IMPORTANT NOTICES

CLUB MERCHANDISE For Sale
POLO T SHIRT
$30
RUGBY TOP
$40
JACKET (Sleeveless)
$45
CAP
$15
BEANIE
$15
GRILLE BADGE (Metal)
$30
CAR STICKERS
$1All these items may be purchased at monthly
meetings or ring Rob Lloyd on: 0407 833 878 to
Arrange purchase at McCrae

CLUB PERMIT SCHEME
MANAGEMENT INFO
David Doubtfire is the Club Permit Officer and
Brian Evans is deputy officer for emergency only.

DRIVER RESPONSIBILITY
It is the responsibility of the driver of a club red
plated vehicle being driven to ensure the vehicle
is in a current roadworthy condition.

CLUB PERMIT HOLDER’S
RESPONSIBILITY
It is the club permit holder’s responsibility to:
Remain a financial member of the club
and
Contact the club permit officer after disposal
of a red plate vehicle

CPS RENEWAL REMINDER
JUNE
E BONE
R BARTON
C JORDAN
J MASON
T OPIE
L STAMPTON

B CROCKER
M GALLICHIO
S KNIGHTLEY
D MASON
F PYE
J SMITH

E NEILL
J JONES
B LESLIE
B NIBLOCK
C SCHWERKOLT
R NASH

JULY
DARREN McGRATH
Proprietor

E BONE
B JONES
D TURNER

P BOULTON
P LUCAS

J DICKIN
S ROSE

AUGUST
MUFFLER AND EXHAUST
SYSTEMS
TOWBARS AND SHOCKERS

D ASKER
G BRASHER
M JAGEURS

G BARTLETT
BUCKLAND
P KRUEGER

P McFARLANE

E McPHERSON

C BEAGLEY
R HUGHES
B LANGTON
S PIETERSON/
HOPPER

J WATSON

Factory 2/5 Newington Ave
ROSEBUD
PH: 03 5981 2299

NOTE: Permit Renewal by Mail
If sending renewal notices by mail please send them
with a self addressed
envelope, ONLY to the club PO BOX 12
DROMANA VIC. 3936
mailbox:
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BUY, SWAP OR SELL
Members may submit notices of items they wish to BUY, SWAP or SELL at no charge (2 issues only).
Non Members (not commercial) shall be charged $10.00 for seven lines, max. two issues only. Club Permit
eligible vehicles only.
.

Commercial advertising enquiries should be addressed to: The Treasurer, S.P.C. & H.C.C., PO Box 12,
Dromana, Vic., 3936. Government regulations require that the registration, engine or chassis number of the
vehicle MUST be included in all “FOR SALE” advertisements.
NOTIFY THE EDITOR ONCE YOUR ARTICLE HAS BEEN SOLD OR THE ADVERT. IS NO LONGER REQUIRED.

WANTED
A Club member moving house is seeking temporary storage for
a beautiful Cadillac, obviously in a more generous than usual
space. The car obviously justifies adequate protection and security. He is prepared to pay a reasonable price, and flexible fairly
much anywhere in our most usual membership area. Please
contact me, and I will connect you with the owner.
Geoff Bartlett,
0419 547 823 or helen-geoff@bigpond.com

What came first, the Chicken or the Egg?

Terry Opie

Readers of the 'Crankhandle' may wonder why I am writing about poultry in a car news letter?
Let me explain, a mate and I were looking at the motor of my 1930, Model
A Ford, Town Sedan, discussing cars and the subject turned to the first car
that Henry Ford made and sold to the public. I had an idea it was 1903, and
told him so. My mate was not convinced, so I showed him a playing card in
my collection featuring three cars; a 1995 Mustang, a 1965 Mustang and
1903 Ford Model A.
He laughed and said it was a printing error! No amount of explaining could
convince him, so I went for the Doctor, Doctors that is, Wikipedia and
Google!
Henry Ford conceived a series of cars between the founding of the company in 1903 and the introduction of the
Model T. Ford named his first car the Model A and proceeded through the alphabet up to the Model T, twenty models in all. Not all the models went into production. The production model immediately before the Model T was the
Model S. an upgraded version of the company's largest success to that point, the Model N. The follow-up to the
Model T was the Ford Model A, rather than the "Model U". The company publicity said this was because the new car
was such a departure from the old that Ford wanted to start all over again with the letter A.
Before the Model T: Henry Ford's Letter Cars:Model A 1903 – 1904, Model B 1904 – 1905, Model AC 1904, Model C 1904 – 1905, Model F 1905 – 1906, Model K
1906 – 1908, Model N 1906 – 1908, Model R 1907 – 1908, Model S 1907 - 1908
The rarest of these cars is the Model B. It was Ford’s first front-engine car and first four-cylinder model. It was also
quite expensive ($2000) and sold poorly. Consequently, only seven complete examples are known to survive today.
Also of note is the Ford Model K. It has its place in the Ford story as the expensive ($2500) six-cylinder car that
Henry Ford didn’t like. He was thinking seriously of his “car for the masses” when the K was introduced, and the
Model K led directly to a split with his original backer Alexander Malcomson. He wanted to build big, expensive cars
which generated big profits per unit sold, while Ford wanted to build inexpensive cars and make the profit up in volume. Interestingly, Ford Motor Company would not produce another six-cylinder car until 1941.
Finally, the Model N deserves some attention. Many people don’t realize that Ford Motor Company was a great success even before the Model T. The N, introduced in 1906, was the best-selling car in the United States with more
than 7000 produced. Reliable and inexpensive ($500), it was very much a proto-Model

We wish all of our members and their families who have not been enjoying
the best of health lately, a speedy recovery and return to good health.
Members are not named for privacy reasons and also we do not want to
cause offence by failing to mentionPAGE
someone
by name.
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Specialising in
All Jobbing work
Car and Boat Parts
Motor Cycle Parts
Rare Spares Stockists
Reconditioning of all Bumper Bars
Gold Plating
Aluminium Plating
Zinc Plating
Barrel Plating
Chrome, Nickel, Copper & Silver Plating

Email: vinneys@bigpond.com
Web: www.vinneys.com.au

See Darron Hodgson and staff for all
your auto service needs, from what
makes it go …. to what makes it

STOP…..AND GO, TO

STOP
They’ll even give you a 12 month or
20,000 km guarantee on parts and labour
Call and talk to Darron:

ABS MORNINGTON
53 Tyabb Road, Mornington, Vic 3931
Phone: (03) 59736855 Fax: (03) 59736344
Email: mornington@absauto.com.au
OR check the ABS website: www.absauto.com.au
(Club members, 10% discount on presentation of this advertisement)

New Owner:-Mathew Reddecliffe
Address: 3/14 Bruce Street ,Mornington.
Phone (03) 5975 7503 / 043 580 953
Email: MLAUTOMOTIVEREPAIRS@GMAIL.COM
Web: MLAUTOMOTIVE.COM.AU
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One Stop Shop
We offer a full suite of products
and services ensuring your
automotive needs are taken
care of all at the one location
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